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g'bined with . a novel container 
:rcontainers ,for cosmetic or other similar prepa 

‘ of the container or 

clean his ?nger nails. I 
-, from the container and disposes of it. Lines of 

cleaner and the container,‘ 
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invention relates primarily to a personal ’ 
cleaning the nails. - toilet article, ' primarily for 

It consists essentially of a plurality of individual , 
1nail"cleanin8..instrumentalities each of which 
after Puseis readily disposable, preferably com 

‘ rations. ‘is-Such cleaners are ' preferably combined 
with means ‘for ?ling the nails and other-means 
:for pushing backtthe cuticle from the exposed 
portionxofthe‘nail, the ‘whole being in,_.the tom 
of an inexpensive and compact device, 'of such 

.-.::sizé,;shape1and general construction asca'n read 
eilyribelcarried on the person or in a woman's 

.- handbag. ' 

. each'individual cleaner carries .an antiseptic. 
Q; ~As~has~long been~recognized by physicians 
awthroughoutythe world, lack of constant‘ cleanli 
ness under the ?ngernails is a frequent causev of ~ 

Ina preferred term of the invention, 

.~the’dissemination=of disease, :Also, dirty ?nger 
nails are (unsightly and'unplea'sant. Under con 
ditions of modern life, the nails of persons‘of 

~;all occupations or-of none rapidly .become dirty. 
Except in an'individual's own home, facilities for 
,cleaning nails are' ordinarily lacking or inade 
», quate. Metal or other similar devices carried 

.and if desired'with , 

possible, ‘however, to detach each before 
* use ‘if desired. ‘I prefer to‘ form the container 
'with protuberances" - or Ftabs f-lwhichractebothas 
means for pushing the cuticle away fromthenail 

j andmeans for latching the coverclosed.v .5.- On the . 
' opposite side *of'rthecontainerefrom etheseepro 
‘ :tuberances;I may formanotheritab whichicoop 

10 

‘er-‘ates 'lwith the=*foregoing‘ 
This or -another~tab oriportiomofthecon- > 

I terial. 

to ;,latchithe; container 
shut. 
tainer' mayicarry _ thertabrasiveprpolishing ma 

‘ I much prefertomake-a 

\ -other like'rlmaterialrsuchsforiexampleiaa a 
>15 ’ 

‘the-‘attached , ‘claims; Ii-use‘zthe“ Mord 
and lighg-woodfi-or-kother 2cellulosegzmaterial. f‘sheet’ie to 

‘ apply to any-appropriate relativelylthin-foldable 
material, or; materialenot:yfoldablezsupplied with 

: a hinge. The use ,ormaterlalsuchas cardboard 

20 

upon the person, formerly much used for clean- . 
have proved injurious to the ing ?nger nails, 

~ inner surface of the nail and do not a?ord op 
portunity for disposing in a sanitary manner of 
the dirt which is removed. 'Moreover, the use 
of such instruments is likelyto be at variance 
with the accepted social customs. _ 

. My invention provides a practical device for 
meeting the above need, and ‘also can be effec 
tively used within the home. V 

7 According to this invention, I provide a small 
container within which a plurality of individual 

. detachable nail cleaners are ‘mounted, ‘or these 
cleaners and their container may be formed of a 
single sheet. Each cleaner is relatively long: and 
narrow and is preferably detachably secured to 
pne adjacent thereto by its longitudinal edges, 
the innermostcleaner being so ‘joined to the body 

formed therewith.‘ Each 
cleaner has two pointed ends which protrude 
slightly andpreferably carry an antiseptic. » The 
user opens the cvontainer and without necessar 
ily removing the topmost cleaner employs’it to 

' Thereupon he removes it 

cleaner and the innermost 
these‘ lines being 

scoring or perforations, per 

‘)cleavage between each 

formed by cuts and 
mit eachcleaner to be separated after use. It iS 
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-‘ for cleaning. 

has the advantageofeconommo; productionéand 
also that each~cleanersafterélnse.maytéasilikbe - 
detached and destroyed. I :efl‘o-lthisiendgitgisl-hishly 
desirable that each cleaners-be inseam-theme 

-_ next to it ‘by its *relativelyilonggsid?. :instegad . of - 

25 by its short side. rwithsuch:preferredaarrange 
ment, each cleanerjis »-supported ‘by; ‘the other - 
cleaners and the entire containerand can be used _ 
without detachment from thegcontainer. _ There-' 
fore, it is readily possible for-ltlieiuser to tear it 
oil? and destroy it.‘ Moreover, suchattachment 
by the long side in; addition-to giving-greater 
strength also ‘makes possible :thatzvbothwends of 
each cleaner may-be ~pointed_;and fre'elto, serve 

If each cleanerqwere attachedlby 
its short side, it would rbesowealgly supported 
that it ‘could-not be used-withoutzdetachment 
and, except in one novel modi?cation shown 
herein, would have but-one e?ective icleaning 
end. a - I '- ., ~.. 

- In preferred modi?cations of. invention _1 
add- a relatively soft substanceitorone or both 
ends of the cleaner, this substance 

‘ ample, either cotton, or cloth; or a; soft paper of 
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the type which-is, used»_,as-ag.=lean§ng tissue. An important feature cfvmy-inventionlinione 

preferred form is~~that thefindivldual cleaners 
may be formed from a-single'sheet, each in part 
separated from a ,5. neighboring; - cleaner ' by. , lines 
of cleayage formed-in part'by cuttingand in part. 
by scoring or perforation, .andzithensfolded in 
the middle and back upon itself'to form a'small 
compact package of .cleanerseach'composed of 
two layers of what was previouslya single sheet. 
Before this folding operation, however, cotton, 
cloth, soft paper, or the like may be placed upon 

, __ ' sheet 'material, cardboard, lfpreferablysti?, - -..0r 

béinsrlfor ex- ‘ 



. the provision of 

‘ embodies a 

' of my invention 

. sheet. so cut and 

are fastened together 
material serving as a nail cleaning agency. It~ 

the center of 
the whole sheetjin 

I ‘two sections are'folded back upon each other, 
they and the soft material then therebetween 

into a single unit, the soft 

will be readily, understood that such an arrange 
ment if a soft ‘material is employed much lessens 
the cost of production. _ . I , - ' 4 - 

Alternatively to this arrangement, I may form 
the individual cleaners in a single sheet, force 

each cleaner out of place so that 
cross section appears in folds 

apply an adhesive to 'one side. 
the sheet so that the adjacent 

as an accordion, 
.and then collapse 
surfaces of every second set of folds adheretov 

2 _ 2,se4,oss 

one half of the sheet adjacent one set of pointed into which sheets of detachable nail cleaners are 
ends, or adjacent both sets of ends.’ when the slipped, the case being re?lled when one group of containers is completely used.. Preferably this 

case contains an‘ opening by means of which ac 
cess is given-to abrasive material 
a sheet from which the containers are formed. 

‘In still further modifications of my invention, 
each‘ individual cleaner may be formed from a 
single sheet and furnished withv two- cleansing 
points as heretofore 
connecte'djto this sheet by ‘lines of cleavage which 

' .' 'form one of the two points and if desired a por 
~ tion of the sides 

as previously described" so that it'll: held between _ v 
the two layers making up each individual cleaner 
and extends slightly beyond one of the . ends 

' thereof. ' 

In an alternative form of my invention, I may - 
* place the abrasive material upon two flaps of a ' 

‘ - ‘container which fold‘inside. 
- arrangement being that no abrasive material is 
- accessible when the container is‘ closed. 

‘ ' Included within the objects of my invention is a simple, compact and inexq 

pensive toilet device such as anail cleaner which 
pocket, preferably formed as by cut 

sheet from which a con ting and ‘folding from a 
cotton or other similar tainer is made, wherein 

‘ material useful'for nail cleaning or other per 
-be carried or alternatively“ sonal purposes may 

or in addition a container, such as a collapsible 
tube, or a series. of individual capsules, for any 
appropriate toilet or 
lacquer, hand- lotion, an antiseptic, or the like. 
Individual detachable .members, herein gener 
ally called nail cleaners, may also be used as ap 
plicators for the contents of the containers, with 

the advantage of this - 

so 
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‘ container opened for 

_ of 1a single'cleaner of a 

personal requisite such as ' ' 

or without cotton, and if- capsules are used, a v. 
pointed end may be employed to pierce each cap- -_ 
sule, which after one use, is discarded. If I use 
a tube, I may prefer so as to form the tube. 
pocket, container and group of detachable clean 
ers that a single fastener‘ is all that is required 
to hold both the tube and the cleaners in as 
sembledv relation to the container. This phase 

may be applied to any collap 
it is desired permanently to at 

like. _ ' - ' 

that this phase of my 

slble tube which 
tach to a sheet orthe 

It will be understood in; 
vention is not limited to an article for the care = 
of the nails. since such individual tubes or cap 
sules may be mounted upon 
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_ the use of soft paper or 

a container as de- - 

scribed herein without detachable‘ members such ‘ ' 
as. the cleanersherein described. Alternatively 
detachable narrow and elongated members 
formed substantially as 
mounted with individual containers and used as 
applicators, the ends being pointed only'if cap- 

' sules, which must be pierced, are‘ employed. 
In a group of preferred modi?cations of this 

invention, I may form a container from a single 
folded that a pocket is pro 

vided in addition to latching and cuticle tabs 
and, if desired, place for the positioning of an 
abrasive. In a preferred modi?cation of this 
modi?cation, I may form from a 
group of detachable cleaners as 
tainer. . " 

Alternatively to the above forms of this in 
vention, I may provide a permanent container 

well. as a con 

herein set out may be‘ 

single sheet a _ 

l " tively long lines of cleavage 
" _-'-neighborins cleaners. ' ' ;~ -_ - 

' Further details of the invention. and of the 

__ ingjas well as 
- the" drawings and particularly pointed out in the _ 
, appended ; claims. - _ 

ever," that the invention may'fbe embodied in forms other 

_ scope 'of-"the' broader claims. 5*‘,1‘hejjdetailed de~ 
'scription which follows ‘refers to the accompany- ' 
ing' drawings which-illustrate only‘- preferred Jem 

' tion in which the 

extending from this point. In 
this form of the invention each cleaner must be 
detached before'the point thus embedded may be t I 

is not supported at rela 
between it and the 

usedsince each cleaner 

‘novel features thereof ,aswell as or its objects 
and advantages willbeunderstood from the follow 

the foregoing description. and from 

'It. will be understood, ‘now 

than those shown herein within the 

bodim'e'nt's or modi?cations. of the invention.‘ 
flnthe?rawinsu " ~ 

1 is an 
preferred form of'my invention‘and showing a 

riedzthereby. _ ‘ 

but-shows the container ‘closed. Figure 3 isa view 

structure‘ of Figu'rejl‘. _ 

1 but showing another embodiment of my 
invention. ~ ' " ' - - t ’ ~ 

Figures 5,13 and 'l show"'a"jformof"my inven 
cleaners are ‘folded upon them, 

selves to form a compact unitary device. Fig 
ure 5 shows a portion'of the ?nished device and 
Figure B a' portion of a sheet before the folding 
operation has been completed‘. Figure ‘I is a sec 
tion takenonline r‘I-‘-'lv of Figure )"Gjlo'oking in 
the direction of the arrows. , . - ' “ " s 

Figure 8 corresponds'to '>‘3,:butshows a_ 
single cleaner. with‘cotton attached to one end, 

'- as in Figures 5, 6,‘ and 7. > s ‘ 
to Figure 5. but shows 
cloth instead of cotton. 

Figure '10 shows an individual cleaner of the 
type of Figure 9, with soft paper or cloth about 
oneend. ' ' " ' - " ‘I 

Figure 9 vcorresponds 

, Figures '11. 12,13 and. 14 show another em; ' 
bodiment of my invention in which a single sheet 
formed into cleaners is folded baclr and fas 
tened upo] itself with cotton or-tissue or the 

' -like therebetween thereby forminé‘two-layered 

- cleaners-before 

cleaners. Figurell is a top plan view of such 
aidevice, Figure 12 a corresponding isometric 
view, Figure'lii an end view, ‘and Figure 14' a 
view showing the ‘two sections of a sheet of 

assembly with 
' t if desiredlwith cotton‘ or the like therebetween. _ 
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15 to_.25 (sheet-three)" show another 
form of my invention in which a group of indi 
vidual cleanerslare detachably connected to a 
container which is formed from a single sheet. ' 

Figure 15 is a top plan view. Figure 16 is an 
isometric view of such a modi?cation showing a 
container open and its group of cleaners folded 

positioned upon ' 

described but "detachably f 

isometrlc'view ‘a " 

use with naili’cleanerg car. ' v~ 
‘2 corresponds 1_- . 

“P193954? “1° . -i 
Flame- 4 is an asset... édnéspéiiduig id. ' 

eachv other and 



. ,oosmetic or-the‘like in the 
' g end elevation-corresponding to Fl e21. 

nding ~ 

gto Figure-zlrbut showing a special container for 
-».lacduer' or the like in place in-a-pock‘eta staple ~ 

.it in'piace: ‘Figure 
.spondins-to Figure 23 

i it can'beattached to a‘container by the same 

. H which 

' ,cleavage- formed 
.foration or a scoring 

$12,364,085 
'bac'kwardly' 1'7 is a- section taken along 
the line ‘ll-4T of Figure 
rection of the‘ arrows. Figure 18 is atop plan 

,‘ view of a single sheet container in expanded 
form and cut and scored prior to folding. Figure 

15 looking in the di- ' 

19 is a fragmentary view corresponding to Fig‘- " 
um 18,-. certain parts being omitted for clarity, 
showing aspecial ‘pocket prepared for a‘ toilet 
requisite, cotton being shown in place. 
_ Figure 20' is ‘a view corresponding to Figure 
18 but showing‘ a 

Figure 21 is a view corresponding to Figure 19 
but showing a smalltube of nail lacquer or other 

pocket. Figure 22 is 

Figure 23 is a fragmentary view co 

-jbeing1app_li_d.directly through thetube to hold 
24 .is an ‘end elevation corre 

Figure shows a modi?cation of the’form ‘of 
23:8!ld 34. a tube being 50 formed that 

.g chholds _a group’ of cleaners in 

' . . . Figure 26 isaview-corresponding toFigures 18 

a ‘and 20; but ‘showing-two pockets, one for capsules 
aposmetic .or other preparation for 

“application-‘to the body and another containing 
-;;,cotton_or.the -' -* > ' 

-' slight‘ modi?cation in that a - _ 
pocket is differently placed in the body of the . ‘along its length and thereby make it possiblefor 

‘ ~ ' ' " .it to be used before detachment andalso permit 
, .a user quickly to tear a cleaner oif- and .dispose of __ 

15 
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I 
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the supporting tab,‘ so that each will be supported 
?rmly and be able to , 
cleaning operation when not removed prior 
thereto. It will be understood that these lines of 
cleavage are preferably substantially parallel and 
preferably relatively closely spaced. It will also 
be understood that these lines of cleavage do not 
completely sever the ‘sheet of material into which 
they are placed.‘ As'will be clear from. the re-' ' ‘ 

mainder of this 
of the drawings, 

speci?cation and an inspection 
these lines support the cleaner 

it as alter use. This support along a substantial 
length, it will be observed, 

‘ A cover member 22 for the container is 

relatively distant from body member H. "These 
protuberances are so shaped ‘and-disposed as to ' ~ 

‘be available when the container is open as means ' ‘ 
-. for pushing downthe cuticle about a nail of the. a 

‘user. A wider but shorter latching tab ?is-pref- " ~ 
- erably disposed midway between the two'cuticle ' 
tabs. Likewise attached but'to the other-side oi ' 
the body member “11s a combined abrasive car- 

,- wing and latching member 21, an abrasive 22 ~_. . 
being disposed upon a'surfaee'of this member} ' 
shown as upon theouter' It may, how.- - 
ever, be placed upon the inner surface.‘ -.: >.-. 
While I much prefer to: form the cuticle‘tab 

‘- or ‘tabs so that they serve also as latching in 

Figure 27~shows a. modi?cation of theform of I ‘ 
' 1 eiguresisto 19. a group of cleaners being formed 

_. integrally with a container‘in a single sheet. 
, '- I 1 Figures.” ‘and 29, sheet two, illustrate a per- . 

- .15; ,n‘ianent container made of plastic. metal or'other , 
ffrelativelg.imperishablematerial equipped with - 

. separable nail 
'- viously. shown 

cleaners of the general type pre 
‘ as attached to the respective im 

permanent?containers. Figure 29 is a section 
I J take'non the line 29-28 of Figure 28. 

Figures 30 and Si show' a modiiication‘in which 
each cleaner is formed with two'points as pre 
vi'ously illustrated and-integral with a support 

. but-separable'therefrom along lines of cleavage 
which'include the outline of one of said points. 
In‘Fig'ure 30, these lines of cleavage also pass 

' along a substantial portion of each side of each 
cleaner whereby each‘cleaner before removal is 
JuPlIorted by such portions. of these sides as well 

' , as’ by the points‘ but in. Figure 31 each cleaner is 
supported by onb‘ one, point. ~ - ’ 
TAil-clearly shown in Figure 1, a container for 

cleaners is cut and folded from a single sheet. 

through support or tab it is an‘ assembly or. iri 
dividual 
solution such as iodine which adheres-thereto 
as shown at My ,Each cleaner is separatedifrom 
an adjacent cleaner, or from the support Is in 
the ‘case -of..the' innermost cleaner, by lines of 

by cuts l8 and a central per 

the claims, the word "perforation" or the like is 
'to be understood‘ as including scoring-or the 
like. The scoring or perforation may extend fur 

- ther than is shown in the drawings or ifdesired 
may be shorter, but I much preferto have each 
cleaner reasonably solidly attached to its neigh 
bar. or in-the case of the innermost cleaner to 

cleaners it each with two pointed ends . 
are preferably dipped in an antiseptic ' 

211 between the cuts; In '. 

c. 
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'from-one sheet, slightly scored as 
all of the ‘foregoing members may be folded'back ' 

strurnentalities,'_ they may be‘ ‘formedz'upon. any __ I f 
:: exterlor'portlon of the'sheet-froin which the con- 

' 

be understoodthat ?aps l2 , _ 

all formed. -4 wnsothat 

tainer is made. 
‘It will of course 

and it,‘ cover 23 and member 21 

upon body section ~l_ l; for ‘convenience the lines 
upon which such members as 22 and' 21 may be 
‘folded are called hinge-lines.’ In thecutting and ' 
forming operation tabs 24 are bent/slightly up. 
wardly and tab 25 slightly downwardly, as the ' 
cleaner is viewed as positioned'in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 illustrates this form'of my invention a 
in closed position.» The latching tab 25 is pushed 
underneath the latching andabrasive carrying 
member 'or tab 
placed upon the outside. It‘ will'of course beiuns 
derstood that the nail cleaners I‘ are completely 

' covered when the container is closed. ' It-will thus 

, ‘It consists essentially of a .body member I l with I 
' an upper'?ap i2 and a lower. ?ap I3. Attached 
. to body member ll as by a ‘staple H passed 

iii 

' be seen'that tabs 24 and, 21 in addition to their 
function as toilet accessories also serve as latches 
and tab 21 functions as a‘ combined latch and 
abrasiveecarryingmember. _ . 

If desired in place of the abrasive material 28 
a polishing material such for example as chamois 
may be used, or both may be used. In fact. in 
all forms "of my invention, a polishing agent can. 
be substituted‘ for the abrasive-or preferablyused 
as supplemental. - < - 

In the form-of the invention shown ‘in Figure 
4, a'body member 3i supports cleaners 22 pointed 
at each end as before ‘and detachably joined‘to 
each other while the innermost one is alsode 
ytach'ably Joined to a subsidiary support 22 formed 

, from the same sheet as the'cleaners. . " 
‘Lines of cleavage are formed as previously dee 

‘ scribed. "A supporting-and latching tab 34 is 
turned up from body-member. 2| oi the sheet out 
of which the container is formed. The cleaners 
are placed in position, the subsidiary support be 
ing passed underneath tab "and fastened there 

3.. 
withstand'the strain of the - 

thus gives the cleaner . . 

‘maximum support before detachment.-. ~' , ._ " 
formed -, 

with two tabs or protuberances 2! upon its edge 

21, while the cuticle tabs 24 are‘ 



- iary support i5 of Figure 

4 
to as by a single fastening. such as a wire staple 
38. If desired, tab 34 may be separately formed 
and stapled into place by the wire or other fas 
tener 35 which holds the support 34 in place or ' 
tab 34 omitted andsupport 33 stapled'directly 
into place. Alternatively, 
and described in connection with Figure 27, the 
cleaners may be formed from the single sheet'out 
of which the container is made. . 

Foldaable inwardly and above and below the 
body member 31 andtoward it and-preferably 
formed integrally therewith are 
the inner portions of which are supplied with 
an abrasive or polishing material 38 and 40 re 
spectively or preferably one with an abrasive and 
one with a polishing surface such aschamois. A 
cover member 42 extends from the ii and 
is foldable inwardly. in relation thereto. :Anouter 
section‘ 43 of this cover member, foldable in re 
lation to it, forms a-latching tabsinoe it can‘be 
slippedunder tab 34. g - . , ,. 

As will be readily understood from the-forego 
ing portion of. this-descrin 
talner the user. folds members ~31 and 38 'in 
wardly toward the body portion and theclean 
ers, then folds the'cover member 42 ‘to the left 
as shown in the drawings, pa8SiIlg.I0ldab1e_._ex-. 
tension 43 underneath-latching tab 14.‘, ‘ _ 
the container, the contrary operation? is followed 

A form of cleaner 
is even more simple. Y 
into a plurality of cleaners, 

shown'in 5.6,:and'1 
annexe sheet is formed 

shown in Figure 6 
as 50 in an intermediate stage of manufacture... 
by cutting pointed ends 5| and slightly scoring 
down a middle line 52. Betweenveach of such 
elements cuts 63 and-sc rings or-perforations 54 
are made thus forming linesof cleavage. ,Tools 
by which these operations are 
arranged that each unit 50 is slightly depressed 
as is indicated in Figure 6 and. shown in Figure 
7. Thereupon cotton 58 may be applied toone 
or botheends of the device. An adhesive is applied 
and the units 50 are pressed together so that the 
?nishedstructure of Figure 5 results. Each unit 
50, therefore, is folded upon itself so that it be‘ 
comes a single cleaner 51 with cotton-between 
two exterior surfaces made as of cardboard. It 
will be understood of course 
similar substance need not be used, the cleaners 

‘ being complete and effective without it. Prefer 
ably after use, each cleaner is detached along 
its line of cleavage formed by the above described 
cuts and perforations or scorings and thrown 
away. The group of cleaners may be detachably 
connected to a tab 58, corresponding to subsid 

1, and attached as by 
a staple 59,,001‘responding .to_staple H of Fig 
ure 1, to such a container, of course of much less 

,as fully. illustrated ' 

tabs." . and 38, ~' 

on, toclose the con-, 

out. The arrows and directional maime 
_ 4 indicate this operation. _ -‘ ‘ 

carried out-are so' 

that the cotton or. 

. cotton 
20 

25 

30 
n. log or perfo _ tion 

35 

40 

,forming two wings 

. Thereupon one 

' tainer'. as for eigamplejin‘an envelope not 

aseaoas 
l6 of Figures 1, 2, and 3, but with a‘ soft sub 
stance 81', such as the tissue of Figures 9 and 10, 
added to one end thereof. Such additions may 
be made to both ends if desired. 

- The structure of Figures 11, 12, 13, and i4 is 
shown independently of a container. It may be 
so used, butmay be mounted as previously de_ 
scribed. . 1 ~ ' ' 

The structur _ of this‘ form of my toilet acces 
sory consists of 'a'single sheet, as of cardboard 
or the like, ‘Ii scored in the center at ‘I2 thereby 

13, all as shown invFigure 14. 
wings may be placed a piece 
‘I4 together with an adhesive. 

wing is folded upon the other 
and placed thereagainst thereby forming a struc 
ture such'as that shown in Figure 11, the adhe 
sive serving to bind together-‘both ‘wings and the‘ 

Upon one of these 
of cotton or $11? like 

‘ ‘ wing consists ‘of individual two-‘layered 
cleaners 8| with pointed ends 82. those upon one 
vside preferably ‘dipped in an'antiseptic solution 
vthe deposit of whichis indicated at 873: The cot 
ton orothersoft, bstance is shown as‘ disposed 
upon the side other than ‘that-‘so treated. It will 
'of. course that-such substances and 
the antiseptic'x'n’ayjibe omitted if desired. As pre 

Toopen _ I'viously' described’ in connection‘ with other-em 
bodiments of invention, each cleaner "is sep 
arable fr'om‘iits neighborjby a cut 84 and a scor 

ad-which together form a line 
of cleavage; ‘Theinnerinost' cleaneris' similarl: 
mounted upon atab 81 which corresponds to tilt 
tab l5 of Figure 1,. _',_,I!_1w case thisform ‘oi’ my in 
yention is‘ to lbe"usedji_ndependently ioi‘. aPcon‘ 

‘ V ‘ shown 

this tab‘should'bé‘omitted. , '-' 
. In'the formsf'of invention shown in Figure 
1, 2, 3; and 4,1 may ‘form the pointed ends witl 
inclinations. in bothdirections instead of in on 
only. ‘It will readilyfbe ‘understood that‘I ma 

'. omit the use of cotton or of a' tissue but on th 
other hand I_may apply cotton or a tissue t 
both sides of these cleaners or alternatively I ma 
use cotton on one side ‘and. the tissue on th 
other.’ Abrasive may be applied upon any suii 
aable part ‘of the container, instead of as show: 

, If desired, advertising matter may be place 
upon the cleaners themselves or upon the insic 
or outside of the device, as for one example onl 
upon either or b'othsides of the cover member 1 
of the form of the‘ invention shown in Figure 
In‘the form of my invention shown in Figuri 

>15 to ‘19 both inclusive (sheettthree) and wi1 
. modifications in Figures 20 to 25 both inclusiv 

I prefer to form the'container of a single she 
9| consisting of a front cover portion 82 foldal: 

_ .in relation to a back cover portion 94 valong hin 
lines 93. The edge of the front cover 92 gene 

60 
width, or thegroup or cleaners maybe attached 
to other of the containers shown-herein. Al 
ternatively the tab 58‘may beomitted'ttheclean 
ers held ?rmly together as by a rubber band, and 
carried as in an envelope. _ . 
Figures 9 and 10 show a ‘similar ‘structure but 

with a light paper, such as facial cleansing tissue, 
used in place of cotton about one (or both) ends 
of each cleaner. As previously described,‘ indi 

of two scored exterior 
tissue .il placed there 

between and with the ends-pointed asindicated 
at 62. Thereupon each such assembly inthe 

70 

manner previously described is pressed together.‘ 
Figure 8 "hows a cleaner 60', such as cleaners 76 

ally parallel to these linesof fold 93 is form 
into "one or more tabs 95, preferably with t 
external surfacesrounded, which may be us 
forpushing the cuticle away from the nail, and 
latching tab'SG. . _ " . 

A portion of this single sheet 9| relatively 1 
mote from the front cover portion is folded up 
lines 8'! to form a supporting tab having a fi 
wlng__.98 and a secnd wing 99 foldable in relati 
tosthe ?rst wing along a hinge-line I00, the‘ to‘ 
lug operation being' ‘carried- out so'that the s 
0nd wing is movedtoward the back cover pl 
tion 94 andback upon and under ?rst wing 98 

This second wing serves as a support foi 
group I02 of individual cleaners I03 separa‘ 
by lines of cleavage I04 and attached as b: 
I 

.L. 
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staple I05 to the second wing 99. According to 
this arrangement, it will be readily seen that the 
sheet or group of cleaners I 32 may ‘readily be 
folded back against the back cover 34 and there 
after covered by the front cover 92. Latching 
tab 98 is thereupon placed under the ?rst wing 
98 passing between it and the sheet I02 of clean 
ers, while cuticle tabs 85 pass to the outside of 
this wing. The above construction, as will read 
ily be understood, forms a simple, e?lcient and 
very inexpensive device. ' _ 

‘ Lines of cleavage I04, upon which each cleaner 
I33 may be torn from its adjacent cleaner, are 

" generally parallel and always closely spaced. It 
is to be understood, however, that these lines of 
cleavage particularly toward the outer edges of 
the cleaners are not strictly parallel. , Hence in 
the sub-joined claims I have used the word "par 
allél” in a somewhat broad sense to include lines 
which are only approximately parallel. Also for 
convenience, in the‘claims I speak of these lines 
as running straight across the sheet, although 
they generally rather than literally do so, and I 
also refer to imaginary lines as crossing these 

' lines at right angles, although such angles in 
' effect but not literally are right. ‘ - ' 

~ Instead of applying cotton to one or both points 
of each detachable cleaner as previously de 
scribed, in this’formof my'invéntion I construct 
asmall' pocket generally indicated as I III which 
may be used for cotton or the like, or, as later 
described, for ‘containers oi'a personal toilet req 
uisite,“ such as'lacquer'for the nails, a hand 10 

' tion,- antisepticlbr the like. To form this pocket, 
I may ‘make ‘small cuts III’ in'the edges of the 
‘unitary'contain‘er sheet SI and fold back two" 
small tabsv III’. I choose the location of this 
pocket at a'poin't‘so placed that ‘the opposite side 
is covered‘ by ‘a closely adjacent tab or other 
portion of the folded container sheet‘ which 

' thereby forms a cover for the pocket. In the 
form ‘ofthis' invention shown in Figures 15 to 19, 

a both inclusive, '1 form this pocket ‘from the sec 
ond wing'39 of the supporting tab for the clean 
ers. This ‘construction permits the first wing of 
this tab to act as a covermember enclosing a 
toiletrequisite shown as cotton H2 or the'like, 
which is held in place at each end of this pocket 
by the small tabs III. As the device is opened 
and then'folded backwardly to a position more 
extreme than that‘ shown in Figure 16, the cot 
ton is readily accessible. The ~user may pluck out 
a small portion and place it under the ?nger 
nail and'then use one of “the nail cleaners to 
push‘ the cotton along the inner surface of the 
nail thereby performing the cleansing operation 

' by contact between the soft cotton and the sen 
sitive surface of the nail. It will of course be 
understood that this pocket may be employed to 
hol any small toilet accessory other than cotton. 

- the variation shown in Figure 20, I may‘ 
place-this pocket at the top of- back cover mem 
ber_84';" I may turn up two small ?aps vI'I3,-'each 
cut from the topmost portion of the back cover 
member to form a pocket II'I containing cotton 
or the lIke~'II8. Under this arrangement the 
ctton is somewhat more accessible but is not 
quite so well protected. - The remainder of this 
container may be formed as previously described 

' for Figure 16. 
Alternately to the use of the cotton, I may 

supply a small tube H9 of a toilet accessory such 
‘as a nail lacquer. This tube in Figure 21 is shown 
as placed in a pocket I I 3' corresponding to the 
pocket IIII previously described. In this form of 

5 
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the invention the user pulls back the sheet com 
posing the group of nail cleaners, detaches the 
container of lacquer, removes a stopper I20, 
which may be supplied with a brush if desired, 
and applies the lacquer to the nails, or uses what 
ever toilet requisite may be supplied. . 
In Figures 23, 24, and 25 I show variations of 

this form of the invention in which a tube I24 
containing a cosmetic such as lacquer is especial 
ly constructed. It is provided with a body por 
tion I25, a screw cap I26, and a ?at fastening 
portion I2‘! which is formed by pressing the two 
sides I28 and I29 of the tube so ?rmly together 
that the lacquer cannot penetrate therebetween 
thereby forming a fastening ?ange for the tube. 
Consequently a single fastener I30 such as a 
staple may be applied directly through‘tab III 
and the fastening'?ange I 21 of the tube thereby 
attaching this container to the package and fas 
tening down this tab III with a sin'gleapplication 
of one fastener.v Since no lacquer can penetrate 
this portion of the tube, there is no danger of 
leakage and the'cost of assembly is reduced. 

' In Figure 25 a slightly‘ enlarged fragment of a 
modi?cation 'of this portion of my invention is 
shown. A tube I33 with a stopper I34 is‘pro 
vided with a side fastening ?ange I35, this ?ange 
being‘ nothing more than the two sides of the 
tube tightly pressed together so that the con 
tents of' the tube cannot penetrate between them. 
A fastener I05’, such as I85, maybe used to fas 
ten both a sheet I38 of cleaners and this tube 
to a supporting body 'such' as'the second wing 
38', such as wing 83 previously described, of a 
container. This cost of assembly is still further 
reduced. For use, a tube, of the sort' shown 
either in Figures 23 and 24 or in Figure '25, may 
be used simply by being bent on its ?ange away 

" from the support and, afters portion of the con 
40 

48 

55 

as 
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tents have been pressed out, bent back again. 
In Figure 26 I show a form of container simi- ' 

lar to those shown in Figures 18 to 25 both in 
elusive, but containing-two pockets I38 and I38 ' 
formed respectively by folding inwardly tabs I 40 
and MI respectively cut from a wing I 42 of a tab ' 
also containing wing I43 formed from a sheet 
I44. Wings I42 and I43 correspond to wings 38' 
and 99 of sheet 9|. In pocket I38 cotton I45 is 
shown While in pocket I33 capsules I43 may be 
placed. Sheet I44 may be folded similarly to 
'sheet 9| of Figure 16.- Wings I42 and I43 may ‘ 
be folded together upon line I" and in relation 
to back cover I48 upon lines I43. Front cover 
I H is foldable upon lines I52 against back cover 
I48, and also against a sheet of cleaners, not 
shown, which are to be attached to the'side of 
wing I42 opposite to that shown in Figure 26. 

It will be noted that pocket I38 is placed in 
substantially the same position as pocket II'I 
shown in Figure 20, while pocket I39 occupies the 
position of pocket III] ‘of Figure 19. Pocket I33 
may be omitted. _ ' 

Each one of the capsules I48 may be filled with 
a liquid or paste for personal use such as a cos 
metic or other form of pharmaceutical prepara 
tion for application to or aboutthe nails or to 
some other part of the human body. Each .may 
be lightly fastened into place by an adhesive or 
they may be loosely placed in the pocket since 
it is covered when not in use and considerable 
tension is" applied by tabs “I and wing I43 
against which it is folded.‘ Theuser detaches or 
removes a‘ single capsule and pierces it by the use 
of a point upon one of the nail. cleaners, there 
upon. If the preparation within the capsule is 

5. 



mention is in no way 

I ‘able nail cleaners are out 

number without the prime. 

a 
for application-to the body for example, it may 
be applied by-the use Qf'OOttOn taken from the 
other pocket’or otherwise. I prefer that each 
capsule contain merely enough material for one 
application so that it maybe thrown away after 
use. The preparation within each capsule need 
not necessarily be for use upon the nails. Each 
one of the detachable m , bars which herein are 

' designated as cleaners in fact may serve excelf 
lently not only‘ as a-piercing instrumentality for 
each capsule but also as an applicator for a cap 
sule, either independently or with cotton. 

It willbe readily understood that such capsules 
_ may be fastened to any'appropriate portion of 
any of the other‘containers which I have de 
scribed herein for use as above. As previously 
stated, it will be clear that this phase of my in 

_ limited to the nails since 
members constructed substantially as described 
for cleaners as above may be used as applicators, 
with or without points. A ?at surface of said 
applicator may be used directly to apply the com 
tents of a capsule, or such surface‘may be em 
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forms of the invention may be constructed. A 
sheet ISI may comprise a central body portion 
I92, supporting tab I93,'su'ch as those previously 
described for attachment to any type of contain 
er previously described, and a series of individual 
cleaners I94 ‘each having a free or exterior point 
I95 and a separable or interior point I96. ‘Each 
of these cleaners is separable from the unitary 
sheet along lines‘ of cleavage I81 which include 
the interior. pointof each cleaner. That isvtO 
say, only one end of each cleaner is formed com 
pletely free of the single sheet from which all are 
made and for the inner 
it‘is necessary for the user to detach each cleaner 
from the remainder thereof. a 
Figure 31 shows a slightly different form in 

which a unitary sheet 2M is formed into a sup- - 
_ portingtab 202 and individual cleaners 203 each 

20 

ployed to support a bit of- cotton which may a 
_ carry the substance to'be applied. 

Figure 27 illustrates a simplification of the gen 
’eral form of the invention shownin Figure 16 
and related ?gures. Both container-and detach 

froma single sheet I51 
folded back upon itself and formed into detach 
able nail cleaners I58 bylines of cleavage I58. 
‘Two cuts I" permit the introduction of tabs 95' 
upon the closingof ‘the container while tab '8', 

' when the container is closed, remains'_ upon the 

the single sheet which is formed into cleaners. 
Thus it will be seen that I may construct the en 

' tire device by the use of a single sheet. An abra 
sive 28' may be applied to the lower fold of the 
device. .Parts designated by a- numeral followed 
by a prime character are'similar to those of 
Figure 16 and the like‘designated by the same 

Figures 28 and 29 (sheet 

back portion "I, a _ 
porting pocket I13, the latter being supplied with 

By means of a hinge I15, cover 
I12 may be swung into closed position, a lip I18 
coacting with the lower edge of body portion 
'_I1I to hold the cover locked. One or more tabs 
I11 may be formed as before both to assist in 
the locking operation and to push down cuticle 
from about the nails. ‘ - 

a f ‘A single unitary sheet of nail cleaners provided 
in accordance with any of the above described 
‘forms of this invention may be slipped within the 
pocket I13. Each of these units comprises a se 
ries of individual cleaners I18 each having one 
or more points I18 and being separable from an 
adjacent cleaner (or a supporting portion I80 in 
the case of the last cleaner) along parallel closely 
spaced lines of cleavage ISI.‘ Positioned upon 
the supporting tab I "is a small sheet of abrasive 
I82 slightly larger then the opening I14 and so 
disposed that when a unitary sheet of .cleaners 
is positioned within its case or carrier the user 
may employ the abrasive through this opening 
without the removal of the unit from the car 
rier.- _As all of the cleaners of one group or sheet 
are used, another is of course substituted. 
Figures 30 and 331 (sheet two) show modi?ca 

tions according to which unitary sheets of clean 
era for use with any of the previously described 

outside portion of the lower part of the fold in. 

two) 'show a more 
‘permanent and more expensive toilet device. A 
permanent casing is provided which consists of‘a ' 

cover portion I12, and a sup- I 
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' a pocket or a woman's 
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having a free or exterior paint!“ and a separa 
ble or interior point 205 joined to the supporting 
tab 202 along lines of cleavage 208 outlining this 
point, only the remainder of each cleaner being 
free. . ‘ . ~ - ‘ 

From the foregoing description it will be clear 
that I have supplied a device which is so small 
and compact that it may be readily slipped into 

handbag. Each cleaner 
or applicator can and should be destroyed after 
use, as is readily possible with conventional toilet 
facilities. It will also be understood that this 
toilet accessory many of its several forms is ex-‘ 
tremely simple and inexpensive to manufacture. 

It will be seen that this invention. provides a - 
simple, inexpensive, compact and e?lcient toilet ‘ 
device of great ‘usefulness from the standpoint 
of the-individual as well as of society at large in 
that its use prevents the spread of disease. Other 
advantages will likewise be apparent from the‘ 
foregoing description. Although I have illus 
trated and described only preferred forms of the 
invention. it will be recognizedthat changes may 
be readily made without departing fromthe prin 
ciples of the invention as hereinset forth or the 
spirit of the broader of the appended claims. 
Iclaimr - v ' ' f - 

1. A toilet accessory including a‘ plurality of 
vplane double-pointed nail cleaners made from 
sheet'material, each relatively thin and much 
longer than ‘wide andeach detachably joined to 
another by parallel closely spaced lines of cleav; 
age only partially severing said sheet along a 
substantial portion of a relatively long dimension 
thereof and extending to each of the edges oi’ 
the sheet, each pair of said lines or cleavage‘at 
each of said edges Joining complete cuts which, 
converge to form a. point thereby producing s1" 
series of elongated parallel double-pointed nail 

' cleaners each supportedalong ‘one of its long 
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sides by an adjacent nail cleaner, the surface of 
said points being relatively smooth, non-toxic and 
non-irritating and adapted forapplication to a 
human nail, such lines of cleavage making pos 
sible the use of each end of each cleaner before 
its detachmeiit from a neighboring cleaner while 
it is still strehgthenedand supported thereby and 
its ready detachment and disposal after such use. 
‘ 2. _As a toilet accessory, a group of detachable 
nail cleaners and a container therefor; said nail 
cleanersibeing formed from a, unitary sheet, each 
cleaner comprising at least one pointed end por 
tion and a central body portion therebetween, 
each cleaner being of much- greater length than 
width, each body portion being detachably con 
nected to its adjacent cleaner by lines of cleav 
age only partially severing each cleaner from its 

point I96 to be employed I 
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adjacent cleaner ‘whereby said cleaner may be 
used while it is supported by its ‘adjacent clean 
er,‘said lines of cleavage running parallel to each . 
other and to the longitudinal axis of said clean 
ers and being of a length equal to that or the 
abutting sides of the body portions of an adjacent 
cleaner, and the pointed end of each cleaner ex 
tending beyond and being joined to said lines 
of cleavage and said central body portion; and 
said container comprising a sheet of material of 
a length substantially-equal to at least twice the _ 
distance between the sides of said individual nail 
cleaners most distant from each other and or a 
width at leastsubstantlally equal to the length 
of said detachable cleaners,-the sheet embody 
ving said container being i‘oldable upon .a ?rst 

._ hinge-line which extends across the shorter di 
“ mension thereof at» a point‘ substantially equi 
distant from each end thereof and parallel there 
to, said container sheet-when folded upcnsaldv 
hinge-line thereby being formed into a cover por 

said-cleaner portion being disposed between said 
cover and back portions and parallel and adiaceni 
to said ‘back portion and being joined to said back 

_ portion adjacent an edge thereof which is parallel 
to said lines‘ oi’ cleavage, said cover portion being 
foldable against said back portion upon a hinge 
line which likewise is parallel to said lines oi 
cleavage and to said edge of said cleaner portion 
which is attached to said back» portion and the 
distancebetween said hinge-line and the edge or 
said back to which said- cleaner portion is at 
tached being greater than the distance between 
said Opposite sides of said cleaner portion other 

' than those which are formed into points, where~ 
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tion'and a back portion, said unitarylcleaner _ 
sheet being Joined to said back portion at a point 
adjacent ‘a short side thereof with said lines of 
cleavage parallel to said hinge-line whereby when 
said cover of said container-sheet is folded away 
from'said back portion anend'of each said clean 
er is ava'ilaable for use and whengsaid cover por 
tion isswungupon said hinge-line toward said 
back portion said nail cleaners ‘are covered and 
protected thereby. ' '_ ' _ 

3. A toilet accessory made from rectangular 
sheet-material, said material having three por 
tions, a ‘cleaner portion, a back portion‘ ‘and a 
cover. portion, said cleaner portion being formed 
into a plurality 'of cleaners each much longer 
than wide each of which includes a pointed end 
extending outwardly from a side of said mate- 
rial and is bounded by parallel lines of cleavage . 
extending from each end of the base of each 
of- said points substantially straight across said 
material to the opposite side-thereof, said ‘cleaner 
portion being, disposed between said cover and 
back portions and parallel and adjacent to said 
back .portion and being joined to-said back-por 
tion adjacent an edge thereof which is parallel ' 
to said lines of cleavage, said cover portion being 
foldable against said back portion upon a hinge 
line whichlikewise is parallel to said lines of 
cleavage and to'said edge of said cleaner por 
tion which is attached to ‘said back portion and 
the distance between said hinge-line and the‘ 
edge of said back to which-said cleaner portion 
is. attached being greater than the dimensionof 
said cleaner portion at right angles to said lines 

‘ of cleavage, whereby when said cover portion is 
folded against said cleaner portion and said back. 
portion said cleaner portion'including said points‘ 
is protected and when said back portion is ro 
tated upon said hinge-line in the opposite direc-‘I 
tion said points are rendered accessible for use, 
such construction supporting said cleaners by 
their long sides thus making possible their use 
before detachment. ' ‘- - l 

4. A toilet accessory made from rectangular 
'sheet material, said material having three por 
tions, a cleaner portion, a'back portion and a 
cover portion, said cleaner portion being formed 
into a plurality of cleaners each much longer ' 
than wide, each of which includes two pointed 
ends extending outwardly from opposite sides‘of 
said material and is joined by parallel lines of 
cleavage extending from each end of each base 
of each of said points across said material to an 
oppositely disposed base of a corresponding point, 
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by when said cover portion is folded against said 
cleaner portion and said back portion said 
cleaner portion including said points is protected 
and when said'back portion is rotated upon said 
hinge-line in the opposite direction said points 
are rendered accessible for use, such construction 
supporting said cleaners by their long sides thus 
making‘ possible the use of both of said points of 
each of said cleaners before such used cleaner is 
detached. ' _ - . 

5. A toilet accessory made from a single sub 
stantially rectangular sheet of material, " said 
material being substantially longer than it is 
wide and being folded upon hinge-lines joining 
and'normal to its long sides into three portions, 
a cleaner portion, a back portion and‘ a cover 
portion,_said cleaner portion being made from 
one end ‘of said ‘sheet, said cover portion from 
the opposite‘ end vof said, sheet and said back por 
tion from thevsection 'of'said sheet lying be 
tween said back end portion and said cleaner 
portion andbeing less long than said cover por 
tion whereby, when said» cover portion is folded 

~ against said back portion and said cleaner por 
' tion, said cleaner portion is covered thereby and, 
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when 'said- cover portion is rotated upon said 
hinge-line in the ‘opposite direction, said cleaner 
portion is rendered accessible for use, said cleaner 
portion being formed into a plurality of cleaners 
each of-which is much longer than it is wide. 
and each ‘of which includes a pointed end ex 
tending. outwardly from a side of said sheet and 
is bounded by parallel lines of cleavage extending 
from each end of the base of each of said points 
substantially straight across said sheet to the 
opposite side thereof, said lines of cleavage and 
said hinge-lines being parallel, such construction 

_ supporting said cleaners by their long sides thus 

as 
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making possible their use before detachment. 
6. As, a_ toilet accessory, a sheet substantially 

rectangular in shape and formed‘ into a plurality 
of, individual nail cleaners by parallel closely 
spaced lines of cleavage extending along a sub 
stantial portion of a relatively long. dimension 
thereof and extending to the edge of the sheet, 
whereby before detachment from its adjacent 
cleaner and while still supported and strength 
ened thereby each cleaner may be used and there 
upon readily separated from the adjacent cleaner 
and destroyed, each of said cleaners having at 
least one end which is pointed and extends beyond 
the body thereof and to which a soft cellular sub 
stance is attached. 4 . ' 

7. A toilet accessory comprising a single sheet 
- of material which includes both a support and 
also {plurality of double-pointed nail cleaners, 
each of said nail cleaners including a pointed 
section’ extending away from the supporting por 
tion of- said single sheet, the outlines of the sides 
of each of said nail cleaners being extended in 
parallel lines of cleavage within said supporting 



8 
1 portion, said parallel lines of cleavage inturn 
being converged intoa point likewise formed 
within said supporting portion of said material, 
said construction being such that each of said 

. cleaners is composed of one section which extends 
beyond said body and another portion which ex 
tends therewithin and is supported thereby but 
detachable therefrom and) each of said sections 
terminatingin a point which is adapted for use 

\{or cleaning a human nail. 
-8. ‘A toilet accessoryicomprising a single sheet 

of material which‘includes both a support and 
also a plurality of double-pointed nail cleaners, 
each of said nail cleaners including a ‘section ex 
tending away from the supporting portion of said 
single sheet,~said extending 'section‘being com 
posed of a point and a support extending there 
from and joining said point to, said supporting 
‘portion of said sheet, theoutlines of the sides of 
each of said 'cleaners'being' extended within said 
supporting portion and converging into a point, 
said construction‘ being such that each of .said 
cleaners ‘is composed of onesection‘ which 'ex 
tends beyond said body and mother portion 
which extends therewithin and is supported 
thereby but detachable‘ therefrom and each of ’ 
said portions terminating in-a-‘point which'is 
.adapted for use ‘for cleaning a human nail. j_ 

--9.' A toilet comprising a‘ group‘ of 
detachable l‘double-pointed nail cleaners and a 

' container therefor,‘each‘tllereof'jbeing made of 
a single'substantially” rectal ‘guiair sheet of 'mate 
rial, a first sheet andalsecond’sheet respectively; 
said first sheet, from whichsaid container is. 
made,'bein'g"formedjinto_a back, a cover, and a 
support, said cover being‘ foldableln relationgto 
said baek} upon a hinge-line and said sup 
port being foldable ,in relation to said back upon 
a second hinge-line, said hinge-linesbeing'spaced 
from and parallel to each other, {saidv second 
hinge-line being disposed at one edge of said 
back and the distance between-said hinge-lines 
being substantially equal to the-distance between 
said first hinge-line and the edge of said cover 
parallel and opposite thereto, said second sheet 
of material being of no greater width than the 
width ‘of said back and less length than the dis 
tance between said hinge-lines'and being adapted 
for attachmentto said support; said second sheet 
being formed into a group of‘detachable indi 
vidual nail cleaners, each end. of each of said 
nail cleaners extending to, form a point beyond 
the body of said sheet and each of said cleaners 
being joined to a neighboring cleaner by parallel 
closely spaced lines of cleavage extending the 
entire distance between said pointed ends and 
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?rst of said sheets and closely spaced parallel 
lines of cleavage one of which extends from each 
base of each such point across said first sheet to 
a corresponding base of an oppositely disposed 
point, each .of said cleaners being much longer 
than wide and each being detachably joined to 
another by said lines of cleavage, said container 
being formed by a second of- said sheets which is 
folded to comprise a back, a cover and'a support~ 
ing tab._said ?rst sheet being adapted to be 
attached ‘to said tab, said cover and said sup 
porting tab being disposed at opposite edges of 
said back and being foldable toward each other 
and thereagainst along hinge-lines which are 
parallel to said lines of cleavage when said ?rst 

. and second sheets are attached, said first sheet 
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including said cleaners being attached to said, a 
supporting tab and extending therefrom toward - 
the line of fold of said cover and said back and 
parallel to said back thereby disposing said nail 
cleaners in close and parallel relation to said back 
and said ?rst sheet being no larger than the por 
tion of said second sheet which forms said back 
whereby when said cover is folded toward'said 
nail cleaners to close said container said nail 
cleaners are protected and ‘when said cover is 
folded away from said nail cleaners thereby 
opening said container 'said points of each, of said 
cleaners are rendered available for use and each 
of said cleaners is rendered available for, later 

detachment. 1 ‘ 11. A toilet accessory comprising a~body por 

tion, a plurality of individual double-headed nail 
cleaners formed in a single unitary sheet by par 
allel closely spaced lines of cleavage extending 
across said sheet from one side to the opposite 
thereof and each of said points of each of said 
cleaners extending beyond the body of said sheet 
and said lines-of cleavage, said sheet being 
mounted upon said body portion, a cover ‘flap, 
and a latching ?ap, each of said flaps being fold 
able upon parallel hinge-lines in relation to the . 
body portion, said cover and latching ?aps being 
so disposed that when folded upon such hinge 
lines toward each other and against said'body 
portion they substantially cover said body por-' 
tion and both points of said cleaners, one of said 
flaps being relatively still.’ and cut into a curvi 
linear form which is so shaped and constructed 
as to be adapted for application to cuticle sur 
rounding a nail for pushing it away from the 
exposed portion of the nail. 

12. ‘As a toilet accessory, a container for toilet 
articles adapted for use upon the nails, said con 

. tainer comprising a body portion, a cover portion. 

being generally parallel to said hingeélines when - 
said sheet is attached to said supliqrt, and means 
for/attaching said sheet to said‘support for main 
taining said sheet adjacent said back and par 
allel thereto with said lines of ‘cleavage parallel 
to said hinge-lines and said cover, whereby said 
cover upon being folded upon said ~first hinge 
line closes said container and protects said 
cleaners but both pointed ends of each cleaner 
when said cover is open being accessible for use... 

10. A toilet accessory including a plurality of 
double-pointed nail cleaners and ‘a container 
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thereof, said cleaners and said container each, - 
being made from a single unitary substantially 
rectangular sheet of material, said cleaners being 
formed by oppositely disposed, substantially tri 
angular points which extend outwardly from a 75 

and a latching portion, each of said portions 
being foldable upon a hinge~line in relation to its 
adjacent portion, said cover portion and said 
latching portion being disposed at opposite edges 
of said body portion’ and the hinge-lines thereof 
being parallel and said cover portion and said 
latching portion when folded upon said hinge 
lines toward each other and against said body 
portion substantially covering said body portion‘, 
the edge of said cover portion most distant from‘ 
the line upon which it is folded in relation to 
said body portion being formed into a plurality 
of spaoedjtabs, said tabs being so dimensioned 
and positioned that when said cover portion and 
said opposite latching portion are folded back‘ 
upon each other and said body portion thereby 
closing said container they co-act with said 
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latching portion by respectively engaging oppo 
site sides thereof to hold said container closed, 
and at least one of said spaced tabs being curvi 
linear and relatively stiff and so shaped and con 
structed as to be adapted for application to cuticle 
surrounding a human nail for pushing it away 
from the exposed surface of the nail. _ . 

13. As a toilet accessory, a container for toilet 
articles'adapted for use upon the nails, said con 
tainer comprising a body portion, a cover portion, 
and a latching portion, each of said portions 
being foldable upon a hinge-line in relation to 
its adjacent portion, said cover and latching por 
tions being disposed at opposite edges of said 
body portion and said hinge-lines thereof being 
parallel and when folded upon said hinge-lines 
toward each other and against said ‘body por 
tion substantially covering said body portion, an 
abrasive surface formed upon said latching por 
tion for application to a nail, the edge of said‘ 
cover portion most distant from the line upon 
which it is folded in relation to said body por 
tion being formed into a plurality of spaced tabs 
at least one of which is relatively stiff and curvi 
linear and so shaped and constructed as to be 
adapted for application to cuticle surrounding a 
human nail for pushing it away from the exposed 
surface of _ the nail and also serving when said 
cover portion and said oppositely disposed latch 
ing portion are folded back upon each other and 
said body portion thereby closing said container 
to coact with one side of said latching portion 
to hold said container closed, one of said other 
tabs engagingthe side of said latch other than 
that with which said cuticle tab coacts. 

14. A toilet accessory comprising two single 
sheets joined together, a ?rst of said sheets being 
formed as by scoring into a body portionfan 

- upper or left-hand side flap, 8. lower or right 
~ hand side ?ap, said ?aps being disposed at oppo 
site edges of said body portion and foldable upon 

- parallel hinge-lines thereagainst, a cover ?ap, 
' and a latching ?ap, said cover flap and said 
latching flap being disposed at opposite edges of 
said body portion other than those at which said 
previously mentioned flaps are ‘disposed and being 
foldable toward each other upon hinge-lines 
which are parallel to each other and disposed at 
right angles to said previously recited hinge 
lines; the second of said single sheets being 
smaller than said body portion and by parallel 
lines of cleavage only partially severing said sheet 
being formed into a plurality of individual nail 
cleaners detachable one from another along said 
lines of cleavage, at least one end of each of said 
cleaners being pointed and extending beyond 
said lines of cleavage, said second sheet embody 
ing said cleaners being mounted as a unit upon 
said body portion of said ?rst sheet adjacent and 
parallel thereto; each of said ?aps being ‘fold 
able upon its hinge-line in relation to the body 
portion and said second sheet, said cover and 
latching ?aps when folded upon their respective 
hinge-lines toward each other and against said 
body portion and said upper or left-hand and 
lower or right-hand ?aps after they have been 
folded against said body portion substantially 
covering said body portion and said upper or 
left-hand and lower or right-hand ?aps whereby 
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said two pairs of oppositely disposed hinged ?aps - 
from a covering for said cleaners, the edge of 
said cover portion of said ?rst sheet most distant 1s 

9 
from the line upon which it is folded in relation 
to said body portion being formed into aplu 
rality of tabs at least one of which is relatively 
sti? and curvilinear and so shaped and con 
structed as to be adapted for application to 
cuticle surrounding a human nail for pushing it 
away from the exposed surface of the nail and 
also serving when‘ said upper and lower flaps 
and said cover: flap and said opposite -latching 
flap are folded back upon each other and said 
body portion thereby closing said container to 
co-act with said latching ?ap to hold said con 
tainer closed. ' ' 

' '15. A method of' producing a toilet accessory 
which comprises'applying parallel closely spaced 

‘ lines of cleavage to a rectangular sheetgsaid lines 
of cleavage only partially severing-said sheet, 
forming points in said-sheet which-‘eextend'be 
tween each pair of said‘lines ‘of cleavage out 
wardly from: the-body of said sheet, folding each 
of the portions of said vsheet lying between each 
two pairs of ‘relatively-‘adjacent lines ofi'cleavage 
upon a. line-midway between each :of-‘said lines of 
cleavage ‘and parallel thereto back- upon: itself, 
said'line 'uponfwhich such folding'ltakes place 
longitudinally bisecting?‘ ‘each of 'said points, 
cementing’ together‘ thetwo surfaces which are 
thus brought adjacent each other thereby form 
ing a composite structure‘ angularvin-crosssec 
tion composed of a plurality of nail‘c'leaners each 
having two layers - veaich'~-‘¢':leta;chable ‘from an 
adjacent ‘cleaner along'one'of-said lines ofclea'v 
ase ,‘g .'.."=t.' .. - ,‘a 

16. A unitary'toilet accessory formedof a' plu 
rality of individual nail cleanersjjsaid'accessory 
in lateral cross séctxodcor'i?fx‘ising a series‘ of 
accordion-like angular foldsféachof 'which'is an 
individual composite nail cleaner pointed at each 
end and separated 'fronran'eadjacent cleaneriby ’ 
parallel lines of cleavage, each suchcleaner being 
formed by being folded upon itself~~ uponv a line 
which is disposed midway'between adjacent pairs 
of lines vof cleavage,‘ the‘ two adjacent surfaces. 
formed by said fold being cer'nented‘to each other, 
and each composite two-layered cleaner so formed 
having'been folded toward its'adjacent cleaner, 
thereby forming such an angular unitary accor 
dion-like structure, each such ‘nail cleaner so 
formed being usable before ‘having been detached 
from its adjacent cleaner uponsaid line of cleav 
age as for disposition." _ " ' " '" . 

17. A toilet accessory comprising a substan 
tially ‘rectangular composite ‘sheet, ‘said sheet 
being formed of two sheets with jalthin layer of 
cotton therebetween'and extending slightly be¢ 
yond the boundarieslof said sheet and the whole 
cemented together, said sheet being formed into 
a plurality of detachable nail cleaners by parallel 
closely spaced lines of cleavage, each of said 
cleaners being detachablefro'm the cleaner adja 
cent thereto along one of said lines of cleavage 
and each being pointed at’ at least one end, said 
cotton or the like extending about said end and 
cushioning it. I ' v \ 

18. A method of producing a toilet accessory 
which comprises applying parallel closely spaced 
lines qfgleavag'e to a rectangular sheet, said lines 
of cleavage only partially severing ‘said sheets 
forming pointsin said sheet which extend be 
tween each pairbf said lines of cleavage out 
wardly from the body of said sheet,'folding said 
sheet upon a middle line thereof upon itself, said 
middle line being parallel to said lines of cleavage, 
and cementing saidtwo sections of said sheet to 
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rming a plurality of nail 
ed of two layers formed 

detachable from an 
one of said lines of 

19. A toilet accessory comprising a substan 
tially rectangular compos 
being formed of two shee 
other upon a‘ middle 

sheet said composite 

ite 
ts folded upon each 

line and 
being formed into a plurality 

sheet, said sheet 

cemented together, 

of detachable nail cleaners by parallel closely 
' spaced 

lines of cleavage which do not completely 
separate each cleaner from its adjacent cleaner, 
each of said cleaners being 
cleaner adjacent thereto-along 
of cleavage but being supp 
cleanerbefore such detac 
vidual cleaner being form 

point -,_extcndin8 point, said 

20. A method ofpr 
which comprises-applying p 

- points in said sheet which 
-pair of said lines of cleavage 
bodyof 584d 

- or the like along one 

detachable from the 
one of said lines 

orted by its adjacent 
hment, and each indi 
ed,iwith at least one 
beyond said lines of 

cleavage and the body of said toilet accessory. 
oducing a toilet accessory 

arallel closely spaced 
lines of cleavage to a-wrectangular sheet, forming 

extend between each 
outwardly from the 

sheet, placing a thin layer of cotton 
sldeof one half of said sheet 

adjacent an edge thereof and extending slightly 
beyond the points form 
said sheet upon a mlddl 
said middle line-being 
cleavage. and cementing 
sheet to each other, 

each 
_ sheet wi 

the like therebetween adja 
beyond and ‘cushloningat l 

of nail cleaners, 
formed from said 

points and each 
an adjacent 
cleavage. 

ed upon said edge, folding 
line thereof upon itself, 

' el_<to,said lines of 
said two, sections of said 

thereby forming a plurality 
composed -;- of two layers 

th a layer of cotton or 
cent to _but;extending 
east-a portion ofsaid 

.sileaher being detachable from 
cleaner along-one of said lines of 

21. A toilet accessory comprising‘two“ sheets 
joined together, 
into a container 
a cover, and a supportin 
supporting tab being dis 

a flrstzof said 
by folds whi 

g tab, said cover and said 
posed at opposite ends of 

sheets being formed 
ch establish a back, 

said back, said supporting tab being formed into 
an exterior, wing an 
exterior wing being 
supporting wine 

toward said 
said back, each end 0 
being formed into two tabs 
folded toward said supp 
it and said exterior wing 

d a. supporting wing, said 
adjacent said back and said 

I being folded upon a line par 
allel to that-uponwhich said tab is folded and 

exterior wing but between it and 

ortmg 
thereby when said wings 

are pressed together forming 
and a second sheet c omprising 
tion and a plurality of nail 
closely spaced lines of cleavage, each of, said 
cleaners being 

I said supporting wing 
and said tabs being 
wing and between 

therewith a pocket, 
'a supporting por 

cleaners formed by 

detachable along said lines of 
-‘ cleavage and said ,body' being attached to said 
supporting wing 
cleaners are dis 
first sheet and are ad 
cover theerof when said 

of said first sheet whereby said 
parallel to said back of said 

22. A toilet accessory 
joined together, 
into a container by f 

supporting 
of said back, said 
into an exterior wing and 
exterior wing being adjacent 
supporting 
allel to that upon 

apted to be covered by said 
container is closed. 
comprising two sheets 

a ?rst of said 
olds which establish a back, 

and a supporting tab, said cover and said 
tab being ‘disposed 

supporting 

sheets being formed 

at opposite edges 
tab being formed 

a. supporting wing, said 

i 

said back and said 
wing being folded‘upon a‘ line par 

which said tab is folded and 
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toward said exterior wing but between it and 
said back, each end of said supporting wing being 
formed into two tabs and said tabs being folded 
toward said supporting wing and between it and 
said external wing thereby when said wings are 
pressed together forming therewith a pocket, an 
edge of said cover member generally parallel to 
the line upon which it is folded being cut into a 
plurality of tabs at least one of which is so shaped 
and disposed as to be adapted for pressing cuticle 
from a nail and at least one of said tabs being 
adapted to coact with said cuticle tab to engage 
said supporting tab one upon each side thereof, 
thereby. when said cover is placed adjacent to 
said body portion closing said container, and a 
second sheet comprising a supporting portion and 
a plurality of nail cleaners formed by closely 
spaced parallel lines of cleavage, each of said \ 
cleaners being detachable along said line of 
cleavage and said supporting portion being at 
tached to said supporting wing of said ?rst sheet 
‘whereby said cleaners are disposed parallel~to 
said back of said ?rst sheet and are adapted to 
be covered by ‘said'cover when said container is 
closed. . ' ' 

23. A toilet accessory made of sheet material 
and comprising a container formed into a back, 
a cover, and a retaining tan, a plurality of de 
rta'ch'able nail cléb'iners formed by parallel lines of 
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'to‘sald retaining'tab and said 
thereby being foldable-toward 

said back- and said cover being foldable toward 
said back and said cleaners thereby closing said 
container and protecting .sald cleaners, and a 
pocket formed within said container by tabs cut 
from said-container and folded to_a position par 
allel to 'said- container and within ‘the interior 
tthereofr-e- . ' 

, 24. A toilet 

cleavage attached 
cleaners supported 

accessory made of sheet material 
and comprising a container formed with a back, 
a cover, and a retaining tab, a sheet formed by 
parallel closely spaced lines of cleavage into a 
plurality, of detachable nail cleaners and includ 
ing a supporting portion, a pocket formed within 
said container by tabs cut from said retaining 
tab and folded to a position parallel to said tab 
and within the interior of said container, a tube 
for. containing a substance such'as a cosmetic for 
application to the nails and disposed within said 
pocket, said tube having an attaching portion 
impervious to the contents of said tube, and a 
fastener passed through said attaching portion 
of said tube and said supporting portion of said 
sheet of said detachable nail cleaners and said 
retaining tab for holding the elements of said 
toilet accessory in assembled relation to each 

other. 25. A toilet accessory made of sheet material 
and comprising a main container ‘formed with a 
back, a cover, and a retaining tab, a pocket formed 
within said container by tabs cut from said re 
tainlng tab and folded to a position parallel tc 
said tab and within the interior of said container 
2. second sheet formed by parallel closely spacec' 
lines of cleavage into a plurality of detachabk 
nail cleaners and including a supporting portion 
a relatively small subsidiary closed container f0; 
a substance such as a cosmetic for application is 
the human body and disposed within said pocket 
saidmntainer having an attaching portion, Sail 
container including said attaching portion helm 
impervious to its contents, and a fastener passel 
through said attaching portion of said subsidiar 
container and said supporting portion of sail 
sheet of said detachable nail cleaners and sail 
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retaining tab for holding said subsidiary con 
tainer and said nail cleaners in assembled rela 
tion to said main container. 

26. In combination, a container including a. 
supporting sheet and a tube for containing a 
liquid or a paste, said tube including opposite 
?exible sides pressed together so as to form an 
attaching portion which'is impervious to the con 
tents of' said tube and a fastener passed through 
said attaching section and said supporting sheet 
for holding said tube in assembled relation to 
said sheet. . 

27. As a new article of manufacture, a con 
tainer, a plurality of capsules supported thereby 
each adapted to contain a suil‘lcient amount of a 
preparation for a single application as to a human 
body, ‘and a plurality of individual applicators 
detachably mounted upon said container and 
each supplied. with a point for piercing one of 
said capsules so that the contents can be re 
moved therefrom and a surface adapted for use 
in the application of said contents after such 
removal. 

28. As a new article of manufacture, a ?rst 
sheet of material formed into a container, means 
upon said container for supporting a plurality of 
capsules'each containing a preparation for appli 
cation as to the human body, and a second sheet 
of material attached to said ?rst sheet and dis 
posed within said container‘formed- thereby and 
formed upon lines of cleavage into a'plurality of 
applicators each having a point adapted for in 
sertion into one of said capsules so that the con 
tents may be removed therefrom and a surface 
adapted for the application of said contents as 

' to a human body. 

29. A toilet article comprising a first sheet of 
material formed into a container including a 
pocket adapted for the mounting therewithin of 
a plurality of capsules each adapted to contain 
a preparation which may be applied .as to a 
human body and a second sheet attached to said 
?rst sheet and disposed within the container 
formed thereby and comprising a plurality of in 
dividual members formed by parallel closely 
spaced lines of cleavage and detachable along said 
lines from said container, each of said members 
being supplied with a point for piercing one‘ of 
said capsules so that the contents can be removed 
therefrom and a surface adapted for use in the 
application of. said contents after such removal. 

30. A toilet accessory made of a single sheet of 
material folded into a back, a cover, and a group 
of detachable nail cleaners formed by closely 
spaced parallel lines of cleavage only partially 
severing said sheet and each extending to op 
posite edges of said sheet whereby before each 
of said cleaners is detachedfrom its adjacent 
cleaner it is supported by the remaining cleaners 
of ’said sheet, each of said nail cleaners having 
at least one end which projects beyond the body 
of said sheet, said portion of said sheet embody 
ing said cleaners being folded from said back to 
ward said cover upon a line parallel to said lines 
of cleavage and in close relation thereto and 
being of less cross-sectional area than said back 
and said cover whereby when-said cover is folded 
toward said back and in‘ close relation thereto 
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and to said cleaners said cleaners are protected. 

31. In combination, a'case comprising a ?at 
back, a retaining portion parallel thereto and ad 
jacent one edge of said back, said retaining por 
tion being substantially flat and joined to said 
back but spaced slightly from the surface thereof 
so as toform a pocket, and a cover member con 
nected to another edge of said back portion and 
foldable toward said back and into close relation 
to the pocket formed as 'above thereby closing said 
case; and a sheet composed of a supporting por 
tion and a plurality of nail cleaners each de 
tachable along parallel and closely spaced lines 
of cleavage from its adjacent cleaner, the inner 
most of said cleaners being so detachable from 
said supporting portion, said supporting portion. 
being of a size to slip within said pocket whereby 
said group of detachable nail cleaners may-be 
placed within said case as a unitand each re 
moved therefrom and said support removed after 
all cleaners havebeen used. 

82. In combination, va case comprising a, flat 
back, aretaining portion smaller in cross sec 
tional area than said back portion and parallel 
thereto and adjacent one edge of said back por 
tion, said retaining portion being substantially 
flat, formed with an opening therein, and joined 
to said back portion but slightly spaced from the 
surface thereof so as to form a pocket and a cover 
member hingedly connected to an edge of said 
back portion other than that adjacent which said 
pocket is formed and foldable toward said back 
and into close relation to the pocket formed as 
above thereby closing said case; and a sheet com 
posed of a supporting portion and a plurality of 
nail cleaners each detachable ,from each other 
along ‘parallel and closely spaced lines of cleavage, 
and an abrasive placed upon said supporting por 
tion, said supporting portion being of a size and 

40 shape to slip within said pocket and said abra 
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sive being. so positioned upon said supporting 
portion in relation to said opening that when 
said sheet of detachable nail cleaners is placed 
within said case said abrasive is accessible through 
said opening. 

33. In combination, a case comprising a ?at 
back, a retaining portion smaller in cross sec 
tional area than said back portion and parallel 
thereto and joined to one edge of said back por 
tion, said retaining portion being substantially 
?at and adjacent thereto and joined to ‘said back 
portion so as to form a pocket, and a flat cover 
member foldably connected to another edge of 
said back and foldable upon said back and into 
close relation to the pocket formed as above 
thereby closing said case; and a sheet composed 
of a supporting portion and a plurality of nail 
cleaners each detachable from said supporting 
portion, said supporting portion being of a size 
to slip within said pocket with said cleaners ex 
tending therebeyond whereby a group of said 
detachable nail cleaners may be placed within 
said case and each thereof readily detached for 
or after use and said supporting portion removed 
from said pocket after all of said cleaners have 
been detached from said sheet. ' 

ANTHONY MARTINEK. 


